DISC Personality Profile
Special Offer
Take advantage of this special offer
and save 30%

Are you...
Spinning
too many
plates?

Tired of
saying yes to
everyone?

Relationships at
home suffering?

Find clarity and focus by
solving the biggest puzzle of
them all - people!

Why DISC?
DISC will help you in...

Business

YOU

Family

Having DISC in your life helps you have:
'Harmony at home, harmony at work but most
importantly harmony within'
DISC is the process of understanding yourself and the
people around you.
Once you understand your personality type and the
personality types of the people around you the world
becomes a much easier and happier place.
We interact with people all the time which is why DISC
helps in ALL aspects of life.

The 3 Step Process

Family
Understanding
YOU

Understanding
Others

Apply & Adapt

We are more than just a DISC reporting company,
you get so much more with us!
You can’t control very much in this world. Politics, the
weather, how people communicate with you.
But, you can learn to understand people’s behaviour and
therefore your responses and reactions to those around
you.
You have got this far with your natural instincts and
abilities. Now just imagine what you can achieve when
you add DISC into your life.

Understanding YOU
DISC Report & Consultation Experience
By answering just 24 questions you
will get a fully personalised
17-page report all about you.
We also include a 45-minute
consultation. That's because
when you read about yourself
you often read with a negative
filter. However, when we read the
report to you, and you hear all of your wonderful
positive traits, it is a completely different and amazing
experience.
After this experience you will be equipped with:
the understanding to love and accept yourself just
the way you are
the ability to talk to yourself in a much more
positive way
the confidence to share with others how you like to
be communicated with

Understanding OTHERS
DISC Training
Building on your knowledge from your DISC
consultation and helping you to understand the
people around you.
DISC training consists of 6 hours of training, split over 3
consecutive days and gives you an understanding of
how you operate. Helping you to better understand how
to remain approachable, attract others and get your
ideas heard.
You will receive a workbook that covers all of the
information and knowledge you have learned
on the training.
After this experience you will be
equipped:
to understand and
appreciate the 4 personality
styles
with the knowledge to
communicate effectively
with those around you

Apply & Adapt
5 x Coaching & Mentoring Sessions
This is where the magic really happens, where
you start to implement this into your everyday
life, creating and embedding new behaviours and
positive habits
After this experience, you will have the tools and
techniques you need to improve relationships with
those around you.
Remember the more you use what you have learned
and continue to apply it to your everyday life, the
quicker it will become second nature.
You are now equipped to:
make the world a better place,
one conversation at a time
have a great day every day
live your best life

Who We Are
Show The Light is a community of like-minded
women working together to achieve brilliant
results both professionally and personally.

The whole experience
has shown me how to
understand people and
the world around me.

Team of friendly experts
Susie G
Owner of Show the Light: Lead coach & mentor
Ange
Disc report Associate delivering the consultations
Sarah
Disc report Associate delivering the consultations

If Bought Separately
Total costs are £1200*

Understanding YOU
DISC Report & Consultation £150*

£900*
Understanding OTHERS
DISC training £300*

Apply & Adapt
5 x coaching & mentoring £750*

But why would you?
*prices exclude VAT

Buy as a Package
The Best offer
The full package offers the DISC report & consultation,
plus the DISC training and 5 coaching & mentoring
sessions worth £1200*

Understanding YOU
£900*
Understanding OTHERS

Apply & Adapt
Completing all 3 steps will
give you all of the tools you
need to truly understand
yourself and the people
around you.

£900*

*prices exclude VAT

Buy as a Package
The Next Best offer
This package offers the DISC report & consultation,
plus the DISC training worth £450*

Understanding
YOU

£900*

Understanding
OTHERS

DISC courses run throughout
the year.
Get in touch to book one at
a convenient time for you.

£300*

*prices exclude VAT

Whats next?
Get in touch to find out more
and book a course

In order to take
advantage of
this offer,
You need to...

Be open to a
new way of
looking at
yourself
Be ready to
make
changes.

In return you
will get...

To find out
more and take
advantage of
this limited
offer book a call
with Susie.

BOOK

Invaluable
insight into
yourself.
An extra free
gift when you
book a call.

Keep Up To Date
Connect and follow Show The Light on
Instagram, Facebook & LinkedIn
by clicking below

Send us an email or book a virtual coffee with
Susie.G by clicking below

